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Abstract-- There are several parts of the video encoding
process that can be optimized for high quality, high
compression ratio and fast encoding speed. In this paper we
focus on some of these encoder optimization issues. We first
study motion estimation, a computationally intensive part of
encoding, and propose efficient algorithms based on exploiting
spatially correlated motion, that perform well in terms of
speed, quality and the bit rate for different kinds of motion
sequences as well as picture formats. We extend our motion
estimation algorithms to find motion vectors for sub-parts of a
block, as allowed for in the H.263 and MPEG-4 standards. We
also study the one-four motion vector decision and propose an
efficient two-tier decision strategy. We then study the error
measurement or the measure of similarity that is an important
parameter for motion estimation as well as the mode decision.
We introduce a new error measurement that can improve the
mode decision significantly. Furthermore for certain motion
estimation strategies, this new measurement can also improve
the bit rate resulting from a better motion estimation. Another
issue that we address in this paper is the estimation of delta
motion vectors in the H.263 and the MPEG-4 standards. We
have implemented these optimizations in a H.263 framework
and the results are encouraging.
Index terms-- Encoder optimization, H.263, MPEG-4, Motion
Estimation, Mode Decision.

I. INTRODUCTION
Standard compliant video coding involves converting the
raw video data into a standard specified bitstream. There are
many requirements of a good video coder. It should achieve
a good compression ratio, leading to an efficient bitstream
and should do so without sacrificing video quality. It should
also be fast and easy to implement. Video coding standards
specify the syntax of the bitstream, but allow for optimizing
the encoding process to achieve one or more of the above
goals, specifically targeted towards different applications. In
this paper we focus on optimizations of parts of the video
coding process. In particular, we focus on block-based
coding schemes. In these schemes, the pictures are subdivided into smaller units called blocks that are processed
one by one. In this paper we use the term block to represent
a unit of 16 pixels by 16 pixels. These are also referred to as
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macroblocks in video coding standards. Standards such as
the H.26x series and MPEG series use block-based
strategies. Some more information about these standards
may be obtained from [1,2]. In these schemes each frame of
the video sequence is decomposed into non-overlapping
blocks and each of these is treated as a unit for coding
purposes.
Motion estimation is part of the process to remove temporal
redundancies and is a computation intensive operation in the
encoding process [3]. Block based schemes assume that
each block of the current frame is obtained from the
translation of some corresponding region in a reference
frame. Motion estimation tries to identify this best matching
region in the reference frame for every block in the current
frame and this is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustration of Motion Estimation

In Figure 1, the gray block on the right corresponds to the
current block being coded and the gray area on the left
represents the best match found for the current block, in the
previous frame. The displacement is called the motion
vector v = (v x , v y ) . Typically, motion vectors are
restricted to within a range. The search range specified by
the baseline H.263 standard allows motion vectors to range
between –15 pixels and 16 pixels in either dimension. This
is also equivalent to saying that we have a search window of
size 32×32 about the search center. The residue between the
best match and the current block and the motion vector are
then coded and transmitted. A good motion estimation
algorithm has to perform well in terms of three parameters.
These form what we call the “speed-quality-bit rate”
tradeoff, which we introduced in [4]. It should be as fast as
possible and should use as little computation as possible. It
should provide a good quality of the match, i.e. the best
match should be as similar to the current block as possible.
Finally it should also try to reduce the number of bits
needed for coding. A large part of the bit rate comes from

coding the residue, however coding the motion vectors also
needs bits and most of the work in literature does not
consider motion vector bits explicitly. Some previous work
does explicitly consider the tradeoff between the bits
needed to code the motion vectors and the distortion.
Notably, the work by Chen and Willson [5] involves finding
the best motion vector using a cost function consisting of
the distortion and the rate to code the motion vectors. They
generate a trellis of candidate motion vectors using
predictors derived from previously coded blocks and use the
Viterbi algorithm to identify the best motion vectors. The
work by Chen and Kung [6] also considers the rate
explicitly during motion estimation. They use a
neighborhood relaxation scheme to obtain a piecewise
continuous motion field. Both of these papers try to obtain a
set of motion vectors optimal in the rate-distortion sense
using a cost function that is a combination of the rate and
the distortion and using different search strategies that
exploit the spatially correlated motion information. They
are, however not very efficient in terms of computational
complexity and their performance suffers when motion is
large. The objective of the work in this paper is to develop
an efficient motion estimation algorithm that can provide
good rate and distortion performance. We do not explicitly
consider the effect of rate during motion estimation,
however by using the spatially correlated motion
information we can identify a homogeneous motion field
that leads to the better rate performance.
The motion estimation algorithms we propose in this paper
combine features from existing motion estimation schemes
to perform well in terms of all three parameters. There are
different kinds of motion estimation algorithms that exist in
literature. In this paper we use search strategies based on
gradient-descent methods. Among these strategies some
algorithms are center-biased i.e. they are more efficient
when the best match is close to the center of the search and
some are non-center-biased, i.e. they are more efficient
when the best match is far from the center. We use spatially
correlated motion information to adaptively choose between
a center-biased and a non-center-biased search algorithm to
combine their respective advantages. We then extend our
work by using the correlated motion information to also
choose a starting point for these search strategies. This
extension is useful in exploiting the correlated motion
information more effectively when there is a large amount
of correlated motion in the scene. Previous work on using
spatially correlated motion information to enhance motion
estimation has also been done by Gallant et al [7]. They use
information from the motion vectors of the neighbors to
predict a starting point for their search strategy. Similar
work has also been done by Xu et al [8], only they use a
different set of neighbors to choose the search center. In
addition to using spatially correlated motion information to
predict the starting point of the search, our work also uses
this information to choose between different search
strategies. This choice of search strategies is useful when
the prediction of the search center is erroneous, as described
later in this paper.

Some other work has been done in [9-12]. Weng et al [9]
model 2-D motion correlation using two 1-D models and the
prediction for the motion vector of the current block is
obtained through Kalman filters and linearly combining the
two 1-D estimates. References [10-12] contain hierarchical
motion estimation algorithms. Lim and Ra [10] obtain the
motion vector for a large block size and use that as an initial
estimate for the motion vector for the smaller blocks
contained in the large block while Lin and Wu [11] use a
multiresolution approach to reduce the search space.
Chalidabhongse and Kuo [12] combine the multiresolution
scheme with spatio-temporal correlations and use
candidates for motion vectors from temporally and spatially
neighboring blocks as well as coarser level blocks. Our
work differs from these strategies in that spatial correlation
is used explicitly to choose the search strategy, besides the
starting point of the search.
We then look at one of the advanced optional coding modes
in both the H.263 and MPEG series standards that allows
for the use of four motion vectors for a block. The use of
four motion vectors can lead to a better quality of matches,
thereby reducing the bit rate needed for the residue.
However it adds computation complexity besides adding an
overhead in terms of sending four motion vectors as against
one. We extend our spatial correlation based algorithms to
estimate these motion vectors. In addition, a decision needs
to be made whether the improvement in the quality due to
the four motion vectors warrants this extra computation and
the overhead of sending these extra motion vectors. Some
enhancements in this decision process are also investigated.
One of the requirements of motion estimation is block
matching which needs a measure of similarity between two
blocks. Traditionally the Mean Absolute Difference (MAD)
has been used for this purpose. The MAD between two N×N
blocks is the mean of the absolute pixel difference between
1 N N
the two blocks and is defined as MAD = 2 ¦¦ xij − yij .
N i =1 j =1
This measure however does not always relate monotonically
with the number of bits required to code the residue. This
means that even if motion estimation finds the best match in
terms of the MAD, it is not guaranteed that the residue from
this best match requires the fewest bits for coding. As we
want to finally reduce the number of bits required for
coding, we need a better measure of similarity. We
introduce a new measure called the mean-removed mean
absolute difference (mrMAD) and implement some motion
estimation strategies, using genetic algorithms, that show
that using the mrMAD as a measure of similarity does
indeed lead to greater savings in bit rate. This new measure
also leads to a better mode decision between Intra and Inter
coding. Intra coding involves coding the block itself while
Inter coding involves coding the residue between the block
and the best match and the motion vector. The mode
decision is useful when good matches for the block cannot
be found in the previous frame, for instance in cases with
out of plane motion, or scene changes. In such cases it costs
more bits to code the residue as against the block itself. A

good mode decision tries to use the best form of coding
(Intra vs. Inter) for every block to minimize the bits needed
for coding. We will show that the mrMAD, introduced here,
can be used to obtain a good mode decision.
We also examine PB frames, another advanced optional
mode in the H.263 standard. We propose the use of a
center-biased algorithm for the estimation of Delta motion
vectors and show the improvements in speed over using the
full search strategy. Delta motion vectors are also used
similarly in the bi-directional prediction mode for B frames
as specified in the MPEG-4 standard. Our work on the
estimation of Delta motion vectors may also be used to
estimate these.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our
proposed motion estimation algorithms and includes a
discussion of their performance. Section III talks about the
one-four motion vector decision strategy. Section IV
describes the mrMAD as a new measure of similarity and
how it leads to good motion estimation and improved mode
decision. Section V details the estimation of delta motion
vectors. Concluding remarks are in Section VI.
II. MOTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
There are many search strategies for motion estimation. The
full search examines every region in a specified search area
in the reference frame to find the best match. Clearly, it is
optimal in terms of finding the best match, but it is
computationally very expensive. As a result, several suboptimal search algorithms that are not as computationally
expensive have been developed. These assume that the best
match is likely to be found in the vicinity of reasonably
good matches and proceed to search in direction of locally
better matches. Alternately this may be viewed as moving in
the direction of decreasing local error to reach the global
minimum on the error surface. Such algorithms are likely to
get trapped in local minima and hence their performance
depends on the choice of the starting point as well as the
actual error surface. Among these algorithms are the three
step search (TSS) [13] and the four step search (FSS) [14].
The TSS is a coarse to fine search. The starting step-size for
the search is large, typically half the search range, and at
every stage the center of the search is moved in the
direction of the best match at that stage and the step size is
reduced by half. In contrast, the FSS starts with a fine step
size, typically 2, and the center of the search is moved in the
direction of the best match without changing the step-size,
until the best match at that stage is at the center. The stepsize is then halved to 1 to find the best match. The FSS is
more center-biased, i.e., it converges more rapidly when the
best match is close to the center of the search. On the other
hand the TSS performs better when the best match is
located far from the center of the search.
Most video sequences have spatially homogeneous frames
with a lot of spatially correlated information in different
parts. This information can be used by motion estimation
algorithms to perform well in terms of the “speed-quality-bit

rate” tradeoff. For instance many objects in the scene are
composed of more than one block. So when the object
moves a set of blocks moves together.
Given that a majority of the neighbors of a block move in a
certain direction, it is reasonable to assume that the block
also moves in the same direction. Similarly, the magnitude
of the motion can also be predicted from neighbors. Both
algorithms introduced in this paper use this spatial
correlation information to reduce the search space, thereby
increasing the speed of convergence. It can also help in
obtaining a better match when coupled with a sub-optimal
search strategy by providing a better starting point for the
search. Bit rate is coupled with the quality of the match, the
better the match, the smaller the bits needed for coding the
residue. Another component of the bit rate is the bits needed
for coding motion vectors. Motion vectors are differentially
coded to reduce the bits needed for coding them. In the
MPEG-1 and 2 these are differentially coded from the
previous motion vector, while in H.263 and MPEG-4 these
are differentially coded from the median of three
neighboring blocks. Hence a homogeneous set of motion
vectors is more likely to require fewer bits to code than
randomly oriented motion vectors. Use of spatial correlation
information to direct the search is likely to produce a
homogeneous motion field. Hence, this leads to a reduction
of bit rate in two ways.
The algorithms introduced in this section combine the
advantages of the TSS and the FSS by adding spatial
correlation information. As the neighbors for considering
the spatial correlation information, we chose blocks to the
left and above the current block as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Neighbors for correlation information

The neighboring blocks P1, P2 and P3 are also called
predictors for the current block C. We use the term block to
refer to each unit in motion estimation and compensation.
This is sometimes called a macroblock in the standards.
This choice of neighbors for spatial correlation information
also reduces the bit rate for the motion vectors as the same
set of neighbors is used, in H.263 and MPEG 4, for their
predictive coding. When the block in consideration is near
the picture boundary or near a Group of Blocks boundary,
not all predictors are available and in such cases, we use
only the available predictors, which is consistent with the
H.263/MPEG-4 standards.
A. Majority Voting Algorithm (MVA)
Each of the predictor blocks votes for either the TSS or the
FSS based on whether its motion vector is small or large
and the algorithm with the majority of votes is chosen for
the search. Predictors with small motion vectors vote for the
FSS and those with large motion vectors vote for the TSS.
The assumption is that if the majority of the predictors have

small motion vectors, it is likely that the current block also
has a small motion vector, in which case a more center
biased algorithm like the FSS is a better choice. A similar
argument holds when the majority of motion vectors are
large. In order to do this voting we first need to classify
motion vectors as large and small. In order to do this we
performed a best case analysis for the FSS and the TSS,
similar to the work done in [15]. This analysis involves
computing the smallest number of comparisons each
algorithm would take to get to a particular position. It
assumes that we have an error surface that is smooth,
unimodal and isotropic, ideally suited for gradient descent
kind of algorithms. These numbers are shown for a 16×16
search range in Figure 3 with the center square
corresponding to the search center.

Figure 3. Best case analysis for the FSS and the TSS
Figure 3 shows the comparison only for motion vectors

within the range vx and v y ≤ 4 . The best case number of
comparisons for the FSS always goes up with the distance
from the center, independent of the search window size.
Also, we can see that if we look along the edges of a square
centered on the search center (e.g. the dotted square shown
in the figure for the FSS), the points at the corners of the
square require the largest number of comparisons, in the
best case. For these corner points the number of
comparisons in the best case may be written as follows.
«a×5»
Best case number of comparisons = «
» + 17; v x = v y = a
¬ 2 ¼

In contrast, the number of comparisons for the TSS depends
only on the search window size irrespective of the distance
from the center. This number is (log 2 N ) × 8 + 1 where N
is one side of the search window. Using these facts, we can
determine when we should use the FSS and when the TSS.
As an example, for a 16×16 search window the TSS
requires 25 comparisons for any point, while the FSS
requires less than this, in the best case, for all points inside
the square with a = 3. This means that we should use the
FSS when both v x and v y are smaller than 4 in magnitude
and the TSS otherwise, if the FSS always requires the bestcase number of comparisons. Similarly for a 32×32 search
window, which is what we use, the TSS requires 33
comparisons for every point, while the FSS requires more
than this only when a ≥ 8. So in the best case we should use
the FSS when v x and v y < 8 and the TSS otherwise.
However during experiments we realize that in general the

FSS requires more than these best case number of
comparisons to converge due to the error surface not being
unimodal and isotropic. Hence the threshold can be reduced
and we determine empirically that we should use the FSS
when v x and v y ≤ 4 and the TSS outside this range. This
definition is used throughout this paper to distinguish
between small and large motion vectors.
B. Extended Majority Voting Algorithm (EMV)
The previous algorithm uses spatial correlation information
to estimate the magnitude of the motion of the current block
and hence choose between the FSS and the TSS
appropriately. Spatial correlation information can also be
used to predict the direction of the motion of the current
block. The use of this information effectively reduces the
search space as well as helps in choosing a better starting
point for the search. The choice of a starting point is critical
to both the TSS and the FSS as they can get trapped in local
minima. The median of the motion vectors of the predictors
is computed and the center of the search is moved to this
value. The median operation is used to suppress the effect
of significantly different motion vectors. Following this
moving of the center of the search, the predictors also vote
for either the TSS or the FSS as for the majority voting
scheme. It can be argued that once the center of the search
is moved to the predicted value, the best match is likely to
be close to this new center and hence it is better to always
use the center-biased FSS. However, this assumption is
invalid when the current block lies across an object
boundary and its motion is different from the predictors. In
such cases the search strategy starts from a center far away
from the best match where the TSS is better. So the choice
between the FSS and the TSS allows for correcting any
invalid predictions. The performance of the MVA and the
EMV as compared with the TSS and the FSS is included in
the following section.
C. Simulation Results
The motion estimation algorithms were tested in terms of
the speed (as measured in CPU time), MAD as a measure of
the quality of motion compensation and the bits needed for
coding. The conversion to bits was done in compliance with
the H.263/MPEG-4 standard. The tests were done on four
different sequences. Each sequence is QCIF with 300
frames at 30Hz. The four sequences chosen for the tests are
Akiyo, Hall, Coastguard and Foreman. Some sample frames
from these sequences are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4. Akiyo (left) and Hall (right)

Figure 5. Coastguard (left) and Foreman (right)

residue. However, for the sequences with large motion, i.e.
Foreman and Coastguard, we can see that the FSS does not
converge to very good matches, thereby leading to worse
performance than the TSS in terms of the quality as well as
the bits needed for coding the residue. Our proposed
algorithms try to combine the best features of these two
strategies so that they may be used across different motion
sequences as well as picture formats.

Results for these sequences are included in the Table 1.
The Akiyo sequence has very little motion and hence all the
algorithms find the best match of around the same quality.
Algorithm
Quality
Speed
Bit Rate
The results for the QCIF sequence show that the MVA and
(MAD)
(CPU Residue
MVD
Comments
the EMV perform better than both the FSS and the TSS in
Time) bits
bits
terms of the speed as well as the MVD bits. From the results
FSS
0.469
7.75
4.08M
59925
Small motion sequence.
for the CIF sequence, we can see that the MVA and the
All algorithms perform well.
TSS
0.471
13.07
4.08M
59975
EMV perform better than both the TSS and the FSS in
MVA
0.469
7.73
4.08M
59925
EMV
0.469
7.75
4.08M
59893
terms of bits for residue, MVD bits and speed. The
FSS
1.74
8.02
4.48M
66920
Moderate and correlated motion.
performance of the EMV is better than that of the MVA as
MVA and EMV perform better than
TSS
1.75
13.07
4.48M
67308
it exploits the spatially correlated motion information to a
TSS and FSS. EMV performs best.
MVA
1.74
8.03
4.43M
66832
greater extent. The Hall sequence has moderate and
EMV
1.71
8.00
4.38M
66775
motion. Due to this correlated motion, the MVA
FSS
3.62
8.35
5.82M
78664
Large and correlated motion.correlated
MVA
and EMV perform better than
FSS
TSS
3.55
13.52
5.73M
82753
and
the EMV perform better than both the TSS and the FSS
and TSS, performance worse
MVA
3.57
8.17
5.79M
80426
inthan
terms of the quality, the speed as well as the bits for
TSS in terms of bits for residue.
EMV
3.55
8.02
5.75M
78541
residue and MVD bits. As before, the EMV performs better
FSS
3.85
8.40
5.90M
138388
Large and uncorrelated motion.
than the MVA for both the QCIF as well as the CIF
MVA performs well, but EMV
TSS
3.84
13.55
5.87M
152344
sequence.
The Coastguard sequence has large, but
performance
worse
due
to
the
MVA
3.81
8.02
5.86M
145090
uncorrelated motion.correlated motion. Again, due to the presence of the
EMV
3.91
8.17
5.97M
157582
correlated motion, the MVA and the EMV outperform both
the TSS and the FSS in terms of speed, quality as well as
We repeat these experiments with the CIF versions of the
MVD bits across both the QCIF as well as the CIF version,
same sequences in order to illustrate the performance of our
with the EMV performing the best of the four sequences.
algorithms across different formats as well as different types
The Foreman sequence has large and uncorrelated motion.
of motion sequences. These results are included in Table 2.
For this sequence, the performance of our strategies goes
Table 2. Motion estimation results for CIF sequences
down, with the EMV suffering a larger degradation, as it is
Algorithm
Quality
Speed
Bit Rate
more dependent on spatially correlated motion. However,
(MAD)
(CPU Residue
MVD
Comments
we can see that the performance of our algorithms is still
Time) bits
bits
better than the worse of the FSS and the TSS. In fact for the
FSS
0.5908
33.89
16.25M
247261
Small motion sequence.
EMV and MVA perform CIF
bettersequence, the MVA still outperforms the TSS and the
TSS
0.5930
52.16
16.26M
247614
FSS.
than
both
TSS
and
FSS.
MVA
0.5907
32.19
16.22M
246771
Table 1. Motion estimation results for QCIF sequences
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EMV
FSS
TSS
MVA
EMV
FSS
TSS
MVA
EMV
FSS
TSS
MVA
EMV

0.5907
2.52
2.52
2.52
2.52
4.705
4.683
4.652
4.601
4.079
3.942
3.861
3.947

32.36
33.99
50.37
33.21
32.91
41.14
57.45
40.65
38.89
40.21
61.62
40.56
41.23

16.22M
16.71M
16.72M
16.71M
16.71M
25.31M
25.17M
24.96M
24.89M
24.06M
23.86M
23.56M
23.86M

246782
367312
387273
367429
367379
347121
394600
341546
340322
740202
829883
713510
749309

Moderate and correlated motion.
From all these results we can see that our algorithms
MVA and EMV perform better
combine the center-biased nature and speed of the FSS with
than both TSS and FSS in speed
and bits for MVD. the ability of the TSS to converge to good matches for large
motion sequences. For sequences with correlated motion,
Large and correlated motion.
MVA and EMV perform our
betterproposed algorithms perform better than both the TSS
than FSS and TSS. and the FSS. For sequences with uncorrelated motion, the

performance of our algorithms degrades, but is still always
the worse of the TSS and the FSS and is
to the performance of the better of the two.
algorithms can be used across different types of
motion sequences as well as different picture formats to
provide good performance in terms of the “speed-quality-bit
rate” tradeoff. This is not true of either the FSS or the TSS
as their performance depends on the kind of sequence under
test.

Large and uncorrelated motion.
better than
MVA performs well, but EMV
comparable
performance worse due to
the
uncorrelated motion.Clearly, our

From the tables we can see that the FSS converges faster
than the TSS for both the QCIF as well as the CIF
sequences. However the relative difference in the speed (in
terms of percentage) is smaller for the CIF sequences than
for the QCIF sequences as the CIF sequences typically have
larger motion (due to the scaling up). For low motion
sequences, the performance of the FSS is also better in
terms of the quality as well as the bits needed for coding the

Comparing our approach to that done by Gallant et al [7]
the difference is as follows. Gallant et al. use spatial
correlation information from neighbors to predict the

location of the best match. This is used as a starting point
for a center biased search. They do not use a choice
between a center-biased and a non-center biased algorithm.
As we have pointed out before, the option to use a noncenter biased algorithm (TSS) is useful in cases when our
prediction is erroneous and helps in enhancing the
performance of the search strategies. Based on our
approach, we choose to use the TSS around 8~9% of the
time, on average.
III. ONE/FOUR MOTION ESTIMATION AND DECISION
An advanced option in H.263 and the MPEG-4 standards
involves using four motion vectors per block. Each block is
further subdivided into four parts and the best match for
each of these parts is computed. Allowing motion vectors
for sub-parts of a block provides a better match in terms of
quality and should also help reduce the bits needed to code
the residue as compared to when only one motion vector is
allowed per block. In order to compute these four motion
vectors for every block we have extended our search
strategies MVA and EMV appropriately. Now for each subpart we choose a set of predictors, based on the same set
defined in the H.263 standard for differential coding of
motion vectors of these sub-parts as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Redefinition of neighbors for sub-parts of block

As before, the predictors vote for either the TSS or the FSS
based on their own motion vector and the center of the
search for each sub-part can also moved based on the
median of the predictor motion vectors. Also, we use only
available predictors in accordance with what is specified in
the standards. This leads to efficient motion estimation for
all the four motion vectors and as our algorithms bias a
smooth motion field this also helps in reducing the bit rate
further when this mode is used in conjunction with the
overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) [16].
OBMC involves using motion vectors of neighboring subparts of blocks to reconstruct a sub-part, thereby leading to
an overall smoothing of the image and removal of blocking
artifacts. Each pixel in the prediction for the sub-part is
obtained as a weighted average of three pixels that depend
on the motion vectors of the sub-part and two of its
neighbors. The averaging helps in obtaining a better
prediction and thus helps in reducing the bits needed for
coding the residue.
The MPEG-4 verification model (VM14) [17] recommends
a search strategy for these four motion vectors that is
efficient and provides motion vectors that lead to reduction

of bit rate in conjunction with OBMC. The strategy
recommended uses a full search to determine the one
motion vector for the block and using a 2×2 search window
about this to determine the four motion vectors for the subparts of the block. When we compare our search strategy
with this recommended strategy, we find that our strategy is
3~4 times faster and the bit rate using both the strategies is
very close to (within 0.5%) each other for all sequences.
Although we have extended the efficient search strategies to
compute these motion vectors, the number of times motion
estimation needs to be done has increased four-fold, leading
to a corresponding increase in computation. Besides this
additional computational cost, there is also an overhead
associated with the sending of four instead of one motion
vector. Many times when the entire block lies completely
inside the background or a moving object, all four sub-parts
of the block move together which is equivalent to having
one motion vector for the entire block. Clearly in such cases
sending four motion vectors instead of one motion vector is
inefficient. In order to avoid this overhead the standard
allows for the encoder to decide whether it should send one
motion vector or four motion vectors. Work on selecting the
optimal combination of modes in order to minimize the
distortion subject to a rate constraint has been done by
Weigand et al [18]. They propose a generic algorithm for
optimizing the encoder operation in a rate-constrained
framework, using a Lagrangian formulation. They illustrate
their approach using the one-four motion vector mode
decision and propose a solution, using dynamic
programming that accounts for dependencies between
adjacent blocks and selects the mode that minimizes a cost
function consisting of rate and distortion. This strategy is
general enough for different mode decisions, however it is
complex and requires a large amount of computation to
account for the dependencies as well as the rate constraints.
In contrast, the decision strategy recommended by the test
model of the H.263 standard does not take into account any
dependency between neighboring blocks and also does not
consider a rate-constrained problem. It is a simple decision
strategy that chooses four motion vectors when the
difference MAD1− MAD4 is greater than a threshold T2, and
one motion vector otherwise. The threshold T2 is chosen
empirically. MAD1 is the MAD for the best match for the
block using one motion vector and MAD4 is the average of
the MADs from the best match for each of the four subparts. In order to increase the efficiency of the decision, we
propose a two-tier decision strategy.
We first find MAD1. If that is smaller than a threshold T3 we
choose one motion vector for the block and stop. Otherwise,
we then find MAD4 and use the previously defined mode
decision to choose between one and four motion vectors by
comparing MAD1 and MAD4.
If MAD1 is small it is quite likely that the best match for the
block is a sufficiently good match for each of the sub-parts
of the block. Hence, there is no need to find the best match

for each of the individual sub-parts of the block. The
threshold T3 is determined empirically.
When we use the new two-tier decision strategy to decide
between using one and four motion vectors per block, the
increase in speed is 15~20% and there is no difference in
quality (average MAD) or size of the bitstream. The largest
savings in speed were obtained for the Akiyo sequence as it
has low motion, while the smallest savings were achieved
for the Foreman sequence, as there are many cases when the
best match with one motion vector does not fall below T3.
To achieve these gains the threshold T3 was chosen as 4.
The MPEG-4 VM14 also recommends a decision strategy
similar to the one proposed by the H.263 test model, the
only difference being that there is a bias towards favoring a
zero motion vector, during the one motion vector
estimation. This is done by subtracting a constant from the
MAD for the zero motion vector case. This bias is thus, also
carried over to the one-four motion vector decision. We also
include a similar bias in our mode decision implicitly, due
to our motion estimation algorithms. During motion
estimation for the one motion vector, if we find that the
MAD1 at the search center is smaller than a certain
threshold, we stop the search. We also decide at this stage
not to do the four motion vector search and to use the one
motion vector. A bias may also be explicitly added into the
mode decision by changing thresholds T2 and T3
appropriately. For instance when we have a zero motion
vector in the one motion vector case we can increase both
the thresholds to bias the decision towards using this zero
motion vector. The thresholds may also be changed
heuristically based on the type of video sequence. For
instance, for a low motion sequence with a small number of
moving blocks, we should increase the bias towards using
one motion vector and so can increase the thresholds, while
for a high motion sequence with a large number of moving
blocks it is likely that using four motion vectors gives better
performance in terms of quality as well as bit rate, so in we
need to reduce the bias towards using one motion vector
and so can reduce the thresholds appropriately.
IV. MEAN REMOVED MEAN ABSOLUTE
DIFFERENCE
The MAD is often used to measure the similarity between
and a majority of motion estimation algorithms use this as
the block matching criterion. Video coding not only
requires a good quality of the match, but also requires
minimizing the number of bits for coding the residue and
motion vectors. The relationship between the MAD and the
number of bits needed to code the residue is not monotonic.
This is illustrated by the following figure.

Target Block

Block 1

As can be seen from Figure 7 Block 2 has a smaller MAD
with respect to the target block than Block 1 and using the
MAD to find the best match chooses Block 2. However, the
residue between Block 1 and the target block is just a
constant. Coding such a residue requires very few bits and
so actually Block 1 should be preferred. If before
computing the MAD we remove the means from each of the
blocks, it can be seen that Block 1 is chosen as the better
match, as desired. It can be easily verified that finding the
best match through mean removal is effectively using a new
measure of similarity between blocks. We call this new
measure the mean removed MAD (mrMAD). It is computed
1 N N
as mrMAD = 2 ¦ ¦ x ij − y ij − m x − m y , where m x and
N i =1 j =1
m y are the means of the two blocks.
In order to evaluate the relationship between mrMAD and
bits we perform the following test. We collect 10000 blocks
from various sequences and assign motion vectors to each
of them. Using these motion vectors and the original blocks
we compute the bits needed to code the residue and the
mrMAD between the block and its predictor.
Simultaneously we also compute the MAD between the
block and its predictor. We then try to predict the number of
bits to code residue using linear prediction with mrMAD as
a predictor. We also do this using the MAD as a predictor.
We derived the linear minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) prediction for the bits from the MAD and the
mrMAD and then computed the prediction error in each
case. We found that the root mean squared error in
predicting the bits using the MAD was 59.74 bits, while the
error using mrMAD was 56.7 bits (around 5% better)
showing that the mrMAD is indeed a better linear predictor.
In practice, during motion estimation, a bias is added
towards the zero motion vector, hence the error
measurement is more significant for the non-zero motion
vectors. Hence we repeat the analysis for non-zero motion
vector data. For this analysis we include 10000 blocks with
non-zero motion vectors from different sequences and look
at the MAD, the mrMAD and the bits needed to code the
residue. We generate scatter plots of the bits versus the
MAD and the bits versus the mrMAD and these plots are
shown in Figure 8.

Block 2

Figure 7. Example of bad block matching

Figure 8. Scatter plots for bits versus MAD and mrMAD for
non-zero motion blocks

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the scatter plot for the bits
versus the MAD has a much larger spread around the linear
prediction, shown as the dark superposed line, as compared
to the plot for the bits versus the mrMAD. For these nonzero motion blocks, we repeat the linear MMSE prediction
for bits using the mrMAD and the MAD as predictors. We
find that the root mean squared error in predicting bits for
the mrMAD is 10.3% smaller than that for the MAD. This
means that the mrMAD is a better predictor for the number
of bits than the MAD, especially for blocks with non-zero
motion vectors. Hence the mrMAD is a better feature to use
than the MAD, as a measure of the number of bits and this
is useful in motion estimation and mode decisions.

Figure 9. MAD vs. displacement

A. mrMAD for better motion estimation

A lower error in terms of predicting the bit rate from the
mrMAD should help in getting better matches in terms of
bit rate if this is used a block matching measure. We have
implemented the full search algorithm with the mrMAD as a
matching criterion and the results are included in Table 3.

Figure 10. mrMAD vs. displacement

Table 3. Bit rate with different block matching criteria for full
search
Sequence

Error bits with MAD
as matching criterion

Error bits with mrMAD
as matching criterion

Akiyo
Hall
Coastguard
Foreman

3.93M
4.32M
5.20M
4.78M

3.92M
4.23M
5.10M
4.59M

As can be seen, by using the mrMAD we get savings in bit
rate of around 1~4% over using the MAD. This comes at
the expense of a reasonable increase in computation time
due to the computation of the mean of the difference block.
We also tried to implement the mrMAD with the suboptimal search strategies. The results showed that the
additional cost in terms of computation time went down as
compared to the MAD, but no clear conclusion could be
drawn whether the use of the mrMAD actually leads to a
smaller bit rate. The size of the bitstream was larger for
some sequences, while it was smaller for other sequences.
This is probably due to the implicit assumption made by
most sub-optimal search strategies. They assume that the
best match lies in the vicinity of reasonably good matches
and hence moving in the direction of better matches (in
terms of the block-matching criterion) leads towards the
best match. Therefore these strategies all take a gradientdescent approach. We assert that the error surface with the
MAD is more likely to be smooth and hence suited for the
gradient descent searches as opposed to the mrMAD or the
bit error surfaces. We provide an illustration to highlight
this assertion. We randomly choose a block from the
Foreman sequence and for every point in it’s search space
we find the MAD, the mrMAD and the number of bits
needed to code the residue between the original block and
the block at that position. We call these the error surfaces
corresponding to the MAD, the mrMAD and the bits. These
error surfaces are shown in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure
11.

Figure 11. Bits vs. displacement

The three figures are plots of the MAD, mrMAD and bits
across the search space. The horizontal axes represent the x
and y displacement from the search center while the vertical
axis shows the MAD, mrMAD or bits as the case may be.
As can be seen from the plots, the MAD surface is well
suited to a gradient-descent based algorithm due to the fact
that it has relatively fewer crests and troughs. This means
that the chance that a gradient descent based search will get
trapped in a local minima is smaller for this surface. On the
other hand, if we look at the surface corresponding to the
bits needed to code the residue, we see that there are many
crests and troughs and so a gradient descent based search is
more likely to get trapped in a local minima. As the
mrMAD surface follows the bit error surface more closely
than the MAD surface and shows the multiple crests and
troughs, it is ill-suited for the use of a gradient-descent
based search strategy. However, the mrMAD can be still
effective with other non-gradient descent strategies, for
instance stochastic search strategies like simulated
annealing or genetic algorithms etc. As a preliminary test of
this hypothesis we implement a simple genetic algorithm.
More information about genetic algorithms can be found in
[19]. For every block we start with a population of 10
random test vectors. We then rank these in terms of the
error measurement and use proportional crossover and

mutation to generate the next population. We repeat this ten
times and the motion vector with the smallest error
measurement among the remaining population is chosen as
the best match. We then compute the residue and the
number of bits needed to code the sequence. We find that
for the same starting set of test vectors, using mrMAD as a
measure instead of the MAD leads to a reduction in the
bitstream size between 2.5 and 5.3%. This is an indication
that mrMAD is also good for non-gradient descent based
search strategies, especially stochastic search strategies,
besides the full search.
B. mrMAD for better mode decision

Sometimes, especially during scene changes, it is not
possible to find a good match for a block. It can occur that
coding the residue requires more bits than coding the block
by itself. So the encoder has to decide between Intra and
Inter coding. This decision is called the mode decision. To
do a mode decision the encoder needs to know how many
bits intra coding would take and how many bits inter coding
would take. As converting to bits is computationally
expensive, encoders instead use estimates for the bits.
Typically the energy (with DC value removed) in the block
is used as an estimate of the bits needed for intra coding,
while the MAD is used as an estimate for the bits needed for
inter coding. For example, the mode decision in the test
model of the H.263 standard [20] recommends intra coding
for blocks with MAD − E x > T and inter coding for all
1
N2
empirically found threshold.
other blocks, where E x =

N

N

¦¦ xi, j − m x

and T is an

i =1 j =1

As we have mentioned before, the mrMAD provides a
better estimate of the number of bits as compared to the
MAD. Hence we can replace the MAD with the mrMAD to
obtain a new mode decision as follows.
 Intra Coding if mrMAD − E x > T
®
¯ Inter Coding otherwise
To test whether the mrMAD provides a better mode
decision the following was done. For every block for each
of the four sequences (Akiyo, Hall, Coastguard and
Foreman), Ex, MAD for the best match and mrMAD for the
best match were computed. In addition bits needed for intra
coding, bits needed for coding residue of best match with
MAD and bits for coding residue of best match with
mrMAD were also computed.
Each block corresponds to a point in the MAD-Ex space.
With each of these points we associate a height that is just
the difference between the bits needed for intra coding the
block and bits needed for inter coding residue of best match
with MAD. Blocks that should be inter coded have positive
heights and blocks that should be intra coded have a
negative height. We show an example in Figure 12.

Ex

MAD

Figure 12. Example of MAD-Energy space

In Figure 12 the circles represent blocks with positive
heights and triangles represent blocks with negative heights.
The mode decision tries to partition this space into the
positive half and the negative half. The mode decision
equation is linear to avoid any excess computation (also
shown in Figure 12). Hence we wish to find a line that
partitions this space into points with positive heights on one
side and those with negative heights on the other side. In
general this is not perfectly possible (because of the linear
boundary constraint). So we try to find the line that
partitions this space such that sum of heights is as positive
as possible on one side and as negative as possible on the
other side. To find the best line we adjust the intercept
(threshold T) and keep the slope at unity. We found that we
did not get much benefit by allowing for a different slope.
Similarly, we collect all the blocks in the mrMAD-Ex space
and try to find the best linear boundary there. The
thresholds (intercepts of the lines) for both cases were
empirically determined to maximize the difference in either
space. The threshold T determines the intercept of the linear
boundary in the feature space. The threshold may have
different values for the best boundary for different kinds of
sequences. For instance, low motion sequences have a large
number of blocks that can be well predicted leading to the
Inter decision being more likely and so we can reduce the
threshold to allow for this. In contrast, high motion
sequences are more likely to have Intra coded blocks and
this can be allowed for by raising the threshold. For the
purposes of this paper we determine one threshold obtained
using training data from different kinds of motion
sequences. We conducted experiments on the same four
sequences (Akiyo, Hall, Coastguard and Foreman) and
found that maximum difference in sum of heights between
the positive and negative halves in the mrMAD-Ex space is
larger than that in the MAD-Ex space by around 6~6.5% for
all the four sequences. This difference in heights
corresponds to the savings in error bits by using mrMAD
based mode decision. We implemented this in the H.263
framework and observed that the corresponding savings in
total bit rate (including residue bits, motion vector bits and
overhead bits) were around 4.5~4.8% for all the four
sequences.
V. DELTA MOTION VECTORS
The PB frame mode is a particular enhanced option that is
part of the H.263 coding standard. MPEG-1, 2 and 4 have a

similar mode that uses B frames. This is different from the
PB frame mode of H.263 as the B frames in MPEG are
independent entities, unlike in H.263 where the B blocks are
always sent together with the P blocks. The PB frame mode
is very useful for increased efficiency in coding and helps
reducing the bitstream size for sequences with smooth
motion. The following paragraph details the use of delta
motion vectors for the PB frame mode in the H.263
standard.
A PB frame is a unit that is made of two frames, one of
which is called the P picture and the other is called the B
picture. Both these pictures are decoded together and are
treated as a single entity. This mode supports three different
pictures: the I picture, the P picture and the B picture. An I
picture is Intra coded and is not predicted from any other
picture. A P picture is predicted from the previous P picture
or from a preceding I picture using motion estimation and
compensation. A B picture may be bi-directionally
predicted, forward predicted from the previous frame or
backward predicted from the future P picture. The motion
vectors for motion compensated prediction of the B picture
are derived from the motion vectors of the P picture and a
set of correction motion vectors called delta motion vectors.
Without delta motion vectors, motion is assumed to be
smooth between the previous I or P picture and the current
P picture. This means that the motion vectors for the
intermediate B picture are linearly interpolated. For
example half the motion may be assumed to have taken
place between the previous I or P picture and the B picture
and the remaining half between the B picture and the
current P picture. This may not be true as the motion may
be accelerated or not linear at all. To correct for such cases
delta motion vectors are provided. MPEG-4 has separate P
and B frames as opposed to the H.263 PB frame that is
treated as one unit, but the concept of delta motion vectors
carries over.
Delta motion vectors are usually small as motion between
frames is generally smooth and the need for correction is
small. In tests that we conducted on the same four video
sequences as before, using our H.263 codec, we found that
less than 1% of delta motion vectors have values that may
be considered large ( v x or v y > 4 ).
Hence, motion
estimation algorithms for delta motion vectors need to be
center biased and so we choose the FSS for this purpose.
The use of the FSS does not affect the quality of the motion
compensation adversely, but it reduces significantly the time
for the delta motion vector estimation. The FSS was
implemented and it leads to a speed up by a factor of 5~8
over the use of the full search, while the bitstream size
increases by less than 1%. A speed up factor of over 7 was
achieved for three sequences Akiyo, Hall and Coastguard,
all of which have correlated and smooth motion, while a
factor of 5.3 was achieved for the Foreman sequence, which
has some degree of uncorrelated and large motion.
All of the previous discussion was for the estimation of
delta motion vectors for the PB frame mode in H.263.
MPEG-4 has a direct coding bi-directional mode, which

extends the H.263 approach of using the P block motion
vectors and scaling them to derive forward and backward
motion vectors for the B frames. Similar to the PB frame
mode in H.263, this mode also allows for Delta motion
vectors to account for non-linear motion between frames.
Due the similarity in the nature of the delta motion vectors
as used in this mode and those used in the PB frame mode,
our work may be easily extended to estimating these motion
vectors. Hence all of the previous discussion holds for the
Delta motion vectors for the direct bi-directional coding
mode for the B frames in MPEG-4.
VI. CONCLUSION
The work presented in this paper deals with the
optimization of some of the parts of the encoding process.
The motion estimation algorithms we presented use spatial
correlation information to choose a starting point for the
search as well as the search strategy from this starting point.
The correlation information is also used to decide between a
center-biased search (FSS) and a non-center-biased search
(TSS). This improves speed, quality and bit rate and
provides a good search strategy across different kinds of
motion sequences as well as different picture formats. The
algorithm can be modified to replace the FSS with other
center-biased algorithm like the Diamond search [15] and
the TSS with other strategies such as the simple and
efficient search [21]. The search strategy can also be
extended to estimate motion vectors for sub-parts of a
block, as allowed for in optional modes in H.263 and
MPEG-4. Besides making the motion estimation more
efficient, we also introduce an efficient two-tier decision
strategy to choose between one and four motion vectors.
This leads to an increase in speed of over 15~20% over the
strategy recommended in the test model for H.263. The
mrMAD that we have introduced in this paper is better
related to bit rate than the more traditional MAD and it can
lead to a better mode decision. It can also improve the bit
rate for coding residue when used with the full search and
non-gradient descent algorithms for motion estimation.
Savings of around 4.5~4.8% are obtained in total bit rate
when we use the mrMAD instead of the MAD. We also
propose the use of a center-biased algorithm (FSS) for the
estimation of Delta motion vectors in the PB frame mode
and this can lead to a speed up over the full search by a
factor of 5~8. This work may also be used for estimating the
Delta motion vectors for the direct bi-directional coding
mode for B frames in MPEG-4. These optimizations have
been fully tested and included in the H.263 video codec
developed at Carnegie Mellon University [22].
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